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Lake Mary, FL— On March 17, 2008, best-selling Realms author Michael King received a 
devastating call from his doctor. At thirty-five years old he faced the brutal reality of colon 
cancer. King surveyed his life and vowed to conquer surgery and painful chemotherapy 
treatments for his wife and young daughters. King has transformed the recollections of his 
victorious journey through cancer into a beautifully inspiring novel, A Thousand Sleepless
Nights.

Set in the beautiful horse country of northern Virginia, A Thousand Sleepless Nights is about 
a family torn apart by neglect and hurt and brought together again by a most unlikely force
—cancer.

“This story may be fictional, but the experience is certainly not,” says King. “It’s shared by 
millions who have faced that monster called cancer, whether personally or vicariously 
through a loved one or friend.”

The necessity for dialogue on this disease is pertinent as colon cancer is the third most 
commonly diagnosed and third leading cause of cancer death in both men and women in 
the United States, according to the American Cancer Society.

“Cancer changes you,” says King. “It’s one of those landmarks in life that everything is 
referred to as either before or after. I still think about it every day, how it changed me, how I 
see life differently now, how I see others differently, God differently, my work differently.”

Through writing A Thousand Sleepless Nights, King desires to open the diary of his personal 
journey in hopes of encouraging readers. His story will help others to see that they are not 
alone in the fight.

“It’s odd to say, but in many ways I’m thankful for having been through cancer,” King says. “It 
was a trial that turned into a blessing in more ways than one, an irritant that was 
transformed into a pearl.”
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Best-selling author turns personal cancer triumph into novel
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INTERVIEW DISCUSSION TOPICS
•Personal testimony from diagnosis to remission
•Early detection and prevention of colon cancer

•Symptoms of colon cancer
•Dealing with grief from diagnosis

•Emotional therapy and coping tips
•Avoiding depression

•Chemotherapy and Ileostomy treatments

About the Author

Mike Dellosso, writing also under the pen name Michael King, is 
the author of numerous novels of suspense, including Darkness 
Follows, Darlington Woods, and Scream. Mike is a member of the 
American Christian Fiction Writers and is a popular conference 
and workshop teacher. He earned his BA degree from Messiah 
College and his MBS from Master’s International School of 
Divinity. He lives in Hanover, PA, with his wife and daughters. 
Mike is also a survivor of colon cancer, diagnosed in 2008.
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King is a master creator of characters, and he has a tenderness and insight into the soul that few writers 
possess. I believe this is a book that will change lives. Early reader--Vie H.

Between characters that jump to life off of the page and the heart-touching story line, A THOUSAND SLEEPLESS 
NIGHTS left me speechless as my heart and mind reconciled dealing with the trauma of cancer 

and a lifetime of regrets and finding God in the midst of it all. Early reader--Jill J

There are a lot of lessons to be learned from this book, and not just about the horribleness of cancer. We learn 
how to be a family and how not to be a family. We learn how love bears all and patiently waits, 

knowing that the love we feel for our family will bring happiness to us. 
This was one of the most powerful and gripping books I've ever read. King writes with such a depth of emotion 

that the reader feels every heartache, pain and joy of the characters. 
This is one book that I'll be thinking about long after I've finished reading. Early reader--Susan S.
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